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Challenges and Opportunities 

in Infrastructure
- Louis de Saint-Marcq , Managing Partner, 

Capstone Partners

What is your current perspective on the unlisted 
infrastructure fundraising environment?

Infrastructure fundraising has been steady over the last several 
years. While fewer funds closed in 2015 vs. 2014 (29 vs. 34, 
respectively) the aggregate capital raised was actually higher in 
2015 than in the previous year ($55bn vs. $49bn, respectively). 
As a result, average fund size increased from just over $1.1bn in 
2014 to almost $1.8bn in 2015. Fund managers have delivered 
on promises with good returns and distributions have been 
high, which are two key elements for keeping investors happy. 
In this prolonged period of low interest rates (on both sides 
of the Atlantic), infrastructure funds have provided long-term 
visibility on yield, without many alternatives in the marketplace. 

My sense is that the fundraising outlook is bright, despite 
some extremely high asset prices and signifi cant dry powder. 
However, we have seen more intense scrutiny of managers’ 
deal pipelines and their ability to deploy capital cautiously in 
this environment. In the US, there is increased scrutiny of fund 
managers’ investments in or around the “oil patch”. Thankfully, 
WTI/Brent has gained some momentum and is back to near 
$50 per barrel. However, investors are sceptical about assets 
with heavy exposure to the energy sector.  

Have investors taken a different view due to higher asset 
valuations?

Generally, it is believed that core asset prices are frothy due to 
increased competition from traditional infrastructure managers, 
pension funds, sovereign wealth funds, insurance companies 
and others. However, I do not believe institutional investors 
are chasing more expensive deals if you include core-plus, 
value add and even greenfi eld opportunities. Commitments 
have gradually increased since the asset class is now more 
established: infrastructure investment programs have become 
more mature, capital has been distributed to investors on the 
back of solid deals and tickets are naturally larger. 

Are investors now seeking more favourable terms and 
conditions than they have in the past?

Many fi rst-time funds, platform extensions or less established 
fi rms will seek sponsor capital to launch the fund and/or to 
potentially complete a couple of deals to make the fund offering 
more attractive. These sponsor commitments often require 
some sort of special economics. Our advice to GPs is that if 
you have to give special terms, tie them only to the specifi c LP 
commitment and not to the overall economics of the fi rm (try 
not to give up a share of the GP or offer reduced carry on all 
commitments). We also suggest tying any special economics 
to a fi rst close and/or the size of the commitment so that those 
terms do not get caught in a most favoured nations clause. 

How can fi rst-time fund managers stand out and gain 
traction in the market among more established fi rms?

You need to have the story right and secure commitments from 
fi rst-close investors before addressing the broader market. 

When advising clients, Capstone often suggests focusing on 
a limited number of investors that know the team and are not 
averse to fi rst-time funds or committing to a fi rst close. The 
most common mistake is that fund managers speak to a large 
number of investors without support from anchors, and therefore 
lack the momentum for a sizeable, meaningful fi rst close. While 
we are in a prosperous fundraising environment, the market 
remains competitive; frequently, we hear of infrastructure 
managers being on the road for 18-24 months. The other thing 
to bear in mind is that it is helpful to have a concrete pipeline 
of deals which can be executed rapidly after the fi rst close. An 
investor always prefers to spend time on an anchored portfolio, 
so they can have visibility of the fund’s portfolio.

Has there been the same level of interest in co-investments 
with infrastructure fi rms as there has been for private 
equity and real estate fi rms?

Absolutely, mainly for two reasons. First, co-investing is the best 
way for an investor to reduce its average fee paid to the GP. 
Second, some investors are convinced they can select the best 
deals and enhance their overall portfolio performance. Large 
infrastructure deals are often syndicated between several 
investors that write big tickets. Furthermore, charging fees on 
co-investments is not always standard. It really depends on the 
GP’s involvement in the asset and its ability to impose fees 
on the investors. It should be noted that LPs frequently ask 
for co-investments; however, ultimately, many of them are ill 
equipped to properly evaluate and underwrite the risk/return 
profi les of complex assets and will rely heavily on the GP. 

The myriad of risks involved in investing in infrastructure 
opportunities include, but are not limited to, the following: 
political/regulatory/headline risk, social/ESG risk, technological 
risk, operational and fi nancial risk as well as commodity risk. 
We have also heard from some GPs that cybersecurity risk 
(e.g. the risk that an electric grid will be hacked and ultimately 
taken offl ine) is a growing concern for some infrastructure 
investors. While none of these risks are insurmountable, they 
highlight the need for dedicated investment professionals who 
can fully underwrite them. 
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